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Collision Avoidance Strategy Supported by LTE-V-Based Vehicle
Automation and Communication Systems for Car Following
Jiayang Li, Yi Zhang , Mengkai Shi, Qi Liu, and Yi Chen
Abstract: We analyzed and improved a collision avoidance strategy, which was supported by Long Term EvolutionVehicle (LTE-V)-based Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication, for automated vehicles. This work was completed
in two steps. In the first step, we analyzed the probability distribution of message transmission time, which was
conditional on transmission distance and vehicle density. Our analysis revealed that transmission time exhibited
a near-linear increase with distance and density. We also quantified the trade-off between high/low resource
reselection probabilities to improve the setting of media access parameters. In the second step, we studied the
required safety distance in accordance with the response time, i.e., the transmission time, derived on the basis of
a novel concept of Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS). We improved the strategy by considering the uncertainty
of response time and its dependence on vehicle distance and density. We performed theoretical analysis and
numerical testing to illustrate the effectiveness of the improved robust RSS strategy. Our results enhance the
practicability of building driverless highways with special lanes reserved for the exclusive use of LTE-V vehicles.
Key words: vehicle automation and communication; collision avoidance; Long Term Evolution-Vehicle (LTE-V);
Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS)
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Introduction

During the last decade, the government, research
institutions, and the automobile industry have
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contributed enormous interdisciplinary effort to
the development, testing, and employment of Vehicle
Automation and Communication Systems (VACS)
to improve road safety[1] . Collision avoidance is an
indispensable expected application of VACS[2] . A
reliable sensing system is necessary for understanding
the present state of the environment, including the
position and speed of surrounding vehicles, to prevent
collision.
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication, one
of the most promising vehicular technologies, can
serve as a sensing system. Various wireless access
technologies, including Wi-Fi, Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC), Long Term EvolutionVehicle (LTE-V), and infrared communications, are
used for V2V communication. LTE-V is currently
utilized to support vehicular applications because of its
high reliability, large bandwidth[3] , global deployment,
and rapid commercialization[4] . The initial standards
supporting V2V services were established in 2016 and
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further enhanced in 2017. Additional details regarding
the standards can be found in the original technical
report published by 3GPP[5–11] and summarized in
recent papers[3, 4, 12] .
V2V communication technologies promise to
improve safety drastically by reducing the delay in
emergency message propagation. For example, the
leading vehicle can send warning messages when
abruptly decelerating[13] . If the following vehicle
can receive the message with minimal delay, then
it can decelerate automatically to prevent collision.
Automated vehicles must maintain a safe distance
in advance to improve the chance of collision
avoidance[14] . The required safety distance is positively
correlated with response time. Thus, safety distance is
also correlated with the delay of message transmission.
Different strategies for the derivatization of the
required safety distance have been designed. The
research group of Mobileye recently proposed the
novel concept of Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS)
for the derivatization of safety distance under the
assumption of constant response time[14] . RSS attempts
to establish a formal foundation that sets all aspects
of human judgment in the context of driving with
the goal of setting a formal standard of safety for
autonomous vehicles[15] . This concept promises that
if a self-driving car drives responsibly, it will never
cause an accident even if it might still become
involved in an accident[16, 17] . In this strategy, vehicles
adopt a situation-unaware strategy that results in an
unnecessarily large gap between vehicles. However,
human drivers maintain small gaps between vehicles
in numerous practical situations[18, 19] . Therefore, a
previous work proposed an improved strategy[20]
wherein the vehicle is aware of its state. The proposed
strategy improved the balance between traffic safety and
efficiency.
In the present work, we evaluated the RSS strategy
for collision avoidance supported by V2V technology
in two steps. The first step involves the evaluation
of the LTE-V-based V2V message transmission time.
We proposed a Markov model to describe the Media
Access Control (MAC) process of LTE-V. Then, we
derived the probability distribution of transmission time
for different MAC parameter settings. Transmission
time is conditional on transmission distance, node
density, and radio range. The second step involves
the analysis of the RSS strategy supported by V2V
communication. In the collision avoidance system,

the warning message transmission time is simply the
response time of RSS, which bridges the two steps.
The analysis of RSS strategy in this work is more
thorough than that in previous studies. First, given
that transmission distance can be acquired from the
vehicle communication system, we further extended the
situation-aware strategy by incorporating information.
Second, given that response time is regarded as a
random variable instead of constant[14, 20] , we improved
the robustness of safety by overcoming uncertainty. We
provided suggestions for different scenarios on the basis
of performance analysis.
We organized the rest of the paper as follows to
present our findings effectively: Section 2 provides
an analysis of the MAC process of LTE-V. Then,
the derivatization of the probability distribution of
V2V message transmission time under different
circumstances is discussed in Section 3. The original
and improved RSS strategy is provided in Section 4.
An analysis of the performance of LTE-V-based RSS
for car following is also given in this section. Finally,
the conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2

Modeling of the MAC Process

We analyzed Release 14 of LTE-V for the support
of direct V2V communications. This release was
completed in 2017 and includes two modes: modes 3
(LTE-V-Cell) and 4 (LTE-V-Direct), as shown in Fig. 1.
The two modes are differentiated on the basis of their
allocation of radio resources. Mode 3 requires cellular
coverage, whereas mode 4 uses a distributed scheduling
scheme. Mode 4 is considered as the baseline mode and
represents an alternative to DSRC[12] . In this work, we
focus solely on mode 4. The nomenclatures related to
LTE-V-Direct are given in Table 1, which can be used
as a reference in the following sections.
2.1

MAC protocol

LTE-V-Direct is the standard for high-speed wireless
communication based on the Time-Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) protocol. TDMA allows users to share
the same frequency channel by dividing a signal into

LTE-V-Cell

Road side unit

LTE-V-Cell

LTE-V-Direct

Fig. 1

Two kinds of LTE-V modes.
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Table 1 Nomenclature list of LTE-V-Direct.
Symbol
Definition
tframe
Time of a frame (resource reservation period)
nslot
Number of slots in a frame
Tcounter
State of the resource reselection counter
prr
Resource reselection probability
Trr
Resource reselection interval
fXn g
Backward transmission state number
fYn g
Forward transmission state number
fi g
Stationary probabilities of state number
lag
Transmission time lag of LTE-V
prupt
Transmission interruption probability
Trec
Transmission recovery time
R
Radio range of LTE-V

Average node density

frames (resource reservation period) and a frame into
time slots (channel). Users transmit in rapid succession
by using its own time slot in every frame. Therefore,
the MAC protocol is necessary for efficient resource
allocation. The MAC process of LTE-V-Direct[5–11]
can be summarized as follows and the corresponding
flowchart is shown in Fig. 2:
(1) The node checks the slot occupied information
of the previous one frame (or several frames) and
randomly selects one idle slot. It records Slot D i if
it is the i-th slot.
(2) The node randomly selects an integer j from 5 to
15. It records Tcounter D j .
(3) The node uses the slot recorded in Slot to transmit
during the next Tcounter frames.
(4) The node conducts a Bernoulli trial with the
expectation prr : go back to Step 1 if the outcome is 1
and return to Step 2 otherwise.
Resource selection is based on channel listening
information. Nodes, however, cannot use one channel
forever. Transmission collision is unavoidable given the
dynamic topology of vehicles and other reasons.
Therefore, resource reselection is necessary to

Fig. 2

Flowchart of the original protocol.
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terminate simultaneous transmissions. In this work, we
defined the interval between resource reselection as the
resource reselection interval Trr . The performance of
the LTE-V protocol mainly depends on the distribution
of Trr . However, a trade-off when scheduling Trr exists:
 The probability of transmission collision is
positively correlated with the expectation of Trr .
Vehicles will fail to acquire each other’s latest slot
information if they change channels simultaneously.
Therefore, the resource reselection intervals for
different vehicles are requested to be sufficiently
stochastic. Accordingly, a large variation in Trr is
required. This requirement results in a large Trr .
 The duration of transmission collision is negatively
correlated with the expectation of Trr . Nodes need to
change to a new channel promptly on the basis of
the latest listening information to terminate possible
transmission collision resulting from concurrent slot
occupation. Therefore, to achieve this goal, Trr is
requested to be as small as possible.
We need to model Trr to analyze the performance of
LTE-V-Direct from these two aspects. The following
two state parameters are proposed for the analysis of
Trr :
 Backward transmission state number fXn g. Let
Xn D m denote that the node will use the current slot
for m frames (including the current frame) during the
n-th frame.
 Forward transmission state number fYn g. Let Yn D
m denote that the node has used the current slot for
m frames (including the current frame) during the n-th
frame.
2.2

Transmission state number

Under the original MAC protocol, the backward
transmission state number of a node during a frame
is determined by its value during the last frame and
whether it will continue using this slot when Tcounter
decreases to 0, a state that is difficult to analyze. As
shown in Fig. 2, conducting the Bernoulli trial in Step
4 after Step 3 is unnecessary. The node can initiate
Step 4 immediately after Step 2 and add up Tcounter
until the Bernoulli trial provides a value of 0. Thus, the
procedure can be modified without changing the actual
effects. The modified procedure can be summarized as
follows and the corresponding flowchart is shown in
Fig. 3.
(1) The node checks the slot-occupied information of
the previous frame and randomly selects one slot from
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j=5
X

P .XnC1 D j jXn D 1; K D k/

kDj=15C1

P .K D kjK 6 kmax /

Fig. 3

Flowchart of the modified protocol.

idle slots. It records Slot D i if it is the i-th slot.
(2) The node randomly selects an integer j from 5 to
15. It records Tcounter D j .
(3) The node conducts a Bernoulli trial with the
expectation prr . If the outcome is 1, it goes back to Step
4. If the outcome is 0, it randomly selects an integer j
from 5 to 15, records Tcounter D Tcounter C j and then
returns to Step 3.
(4) The node uses the slot recorded in Slot to transmit
during the next Tcounter frames.
As shown in the above modification, the backward
transmission state number of the node is determined
only by its value in the last frame. Accordingly, it
becomes a Markov chain that can be analyzed. It is
a stochastic process that takes on all positive integers.
Let K denote the number of times Step 2 occurs
in a cycle. Then, K follows geometric distribution,
and the probability that K takes a large value can be
ignored. Therefore, K 6 kmax , i.e., T 6 15kmax , can
be assumed. In this work, we set kmax as 30. The
probability that K 6 kmax is represented as follows:
k
max
X
psum D
.1 prr /k 1 prr
(1)
kD1

Under this assumption, only two kinds of transitions
are (involved as shown below:
P .XnC1 D i 1jXn D i /; 2 6 i 6 15kmax ;
P .XnC1 D j jXn D 1/;
5 6 j 6 15kmax :
Whenever the process is in state i , there is a fixed
probability exists that it will next be in state j . Thus,
we can denote P .XnC1 D j jXn D i / as Pi;j . Given
that when 2 6 i 6 15kmax , Pi;i 1 D 1, we only need to
compute P1;j . For a particular j , we have j=15 C 1 6
K 6 j=5; thus we can derive that P1;j equals

(2)

Given that K obeys a geometric distribution, P .K D
kjK 6 kmax / D .1 prr /k 1 prr =psum : Meanwhile, we
can obtain that
1
P .XnC1 D j jXn D 1; K D k/ D k choice.j; k/
11
(3)
where choice.j; k/ is the number selected to divide a
queue of j into k portions with lengths between 5 and
15. There are up to a D .j 5m/=11 portions that
have at least 16 elements. Thus, choice.j; k/ equals the
number chosen to divide a queue of j into k portions
of at least 5, minus 1 portion of at least 16 while k 1
portions of at least 5, plus 2 portions of at least 16 while
k 2 portions of at least 5, until minus/plus a portions
of at least 16 while k a portions of at least 5. In
conclusion,
choice.j; k/ D
.j X
5m/=11
1
1
l
Cjk 4k
C
. 1/i Cjk 15l
(4)
1
4.k l/ 1 Ck
lD1

Eventually, we have
j=5
X
1
.1
choice.j; k/
P1;j D
k
11
kDj=15C1

prr /k
psum

1

prr

(5)
max
We denote fi g15k
as
the
stationary
probabilities
i D1
of states. Then, given that the Markov chain is positive
recurrent, the stationary probabilities can be obtained
by solving the following equations:
8
P
ˆ
<j D i Pi;j ;
j
(6)
P
ˆ
: j D 1
j

The8solution is
ˆ
ˆ1 D
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
<
1C
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
:i D 1 .1

1
15k
Pmax
l1 D2
iP1

1

l1P1

!! ;
P1;l2

l2 D1

(7)

P1;l /; 2 6 i 6 15kmax

lD1

where we assume that P1;i D 0; i D 2; 3; 4.
The forward transmission state number during one
frame is determined by both its value during the last
frame and Tcounter it selected at the beginning of this
cycle. Thus, fYn g is not a Markov chain. However,
given that it can be regarded as the backward chain of
fXn g, the stationary probabilities of the two chains are
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equal. We denote fi g as the stationary probabilities of
both fXn g and fYn g as described in Section 3.

3

Modeling of the Transmission Time

This section presents an analysis of the V2V message
transmission time trans . First, we need to decompose
the transmission time in accordance with the collision
avoidance process of VACS as illustrated in Fig. 4,
where tpre is the time for the leading vehicle to prepare
for transmission, treact is the time for the following
vehicle to react after receiving the message, and lag is
the transmission lag due to transmission collision. As
shown in the flowchart, we have
trans D tpre C lag C treact
(8)
Here, tpre includes the time preparing for the delivered
message and the time waiting for its allocated channel
in the next frame. We set tpre D 2tframe on the basis
of a conservative estimate. Meanwhile, we can set
treact D tframe because the vehicle receives the states of
surrounding vehicles every frame. tpre and treact can be
set as other values in accordance with real situations.
We only need to analyze lag , and two questions need
to be solved in advance, as follows: (1) whether the
communication between the two vehicles is interrupted
during the emergency, and (2) if so, the time required
for the transmission to recover from the interruption.
We need to compute the probability of transmission
interruption prupt D P flag ¤ 0g to answer the first
question. We need to compute the probability density
function of transmission recovery time fTrec .t / D
P fTrec 6 t g to answer the second question. Trec is
irrelevant to traffic flow, whereas vehicle density and
transmission distance will affect prupt . We first analyzed
Leading vehicle brakes
tpre
Broadcast message next frame
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Trec , and then derived prupt under different conditions.
3.1

Transmission recovery time

The radio range of Vehicle V is denoted as HopV .
If Vehicle A and Vehicle B are experiencing
communication interruption, the backward state
numbers of the two vehicles that occupy the same slot
within HopB are i and j with probabilities i and
j , respectively. Then, communication will resume
after i ^ j frames when one vehicle changes channels.
Therefore, we have
15k
max
X
i / (9)
P fTrec D k tframe g D k .k C 2
i DkC1

Then the cumulative distribution function of Trec can be
derived: for t 2 Œk tframe ; .k C 1/tframe , we have
15k
k
max
X
X
fTrec .t / D P fTrec 6 tg D
j .j C 2
i /
j D1

i Dj C1

(10)
Based on Eq. (10), the graph of fTrec .t / is displayed in
Fig. 5. As mentioned in Section 2.1, when prr is low,
Trec is high. This situation is undesirable.
3.2

Frame information loss rate

We first need to analyze the reason for transmission
collision to derive prupt . Transmission collision is
unavoidable if two vehicles within radio range of
each other fail to acquire each other’s latest frame
information. We denote this probability as frame
information loss rate ploss . The computation of this rate
is presented in this subsection. If Vehicle A decides to
change slots at the i -th frame, then A will begin to use
the new slot from the .i C 1/-th frame. However, this
slot is selected on the basis of the frame information
acquired at the .i 1/-th slot. Accordingly, if another
Vehicle B decides to change slots at the .i 1/th, i -th, or .i C 1/-th frame, frame information loss
between Vehicle A and B will occur. Therefore, the
1.0

lag
Is there transmission collision?

Yes

0.8

trans
fTrec

0.6

No

0.4

Following vehicle receives the message
0.2

treact
0

Following vehicle breaks
Fig. 4

Flowchart of collision avoidance process.
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Fig. 5
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t (tframe)
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Cumulative distribution function of Trec .
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Vehicles in this area lack the frame information of A.
Thus the slot occupied by A can be assigned to vehicles
in this area. The erroneous assignment of occupied
slots results in hidden-terminal collision.
The area division is presented in Fig. 7. For
simplicity, if S is an area, we denote the event that
no vehicle in S occupies the same slot of A in Area
S as S and the mutually exclusive event of S as ŠS .
Meanwhile, considering an event D, we abbreviate
P fDg as D.
The expected number of vehicles in HopB always
remains constant no matter the distance d between A
and B . However, the lengths of F and H are 2R d
and d , respectively. Given that F is safer than H , prupt
increases with d .
Then, we analyze the relationship between prupt and
d . We denote P D 1 prupt , i.e., the probability of
successful transmission. Unfortunately, P cannot be
expressed as F  H because event F and H are not
independent. For example, if a vehicle C in F already
occupies the same slot of A, then HopA \ HopC will
become a collision-free area. Instead, we have
P D F  H jF
(12)

sufficient and necessary condition for the loss of frame
information is as follows: the forward transmission
state number of A and B differs by at most 1, i.e.,
jYnA YnB j 6 1. Under this condition, when A is with
YnA D i (the probability is i ), B needs to satisfy YnB 2
fi 1; i; i C 1g (the probability is i 1 C i C i C1 ).
Therefore, we have
15k
max
X
ploss D
i .i 1 C i C i C1 /
(11)
i D1

where we assume that 0 D 0 and 15kmax C1 D 0.
The frame information loss rate for every prr can
be computed by combining Eq. (11) with Eq. (7). The
result is shown in Fig. 6.
3.3

Coupling of areas

In this model, we assume that no energy is detected
from transmission beyond radio range R. Vehicle B in
HopA can receive the packet broadcasted by Vehicle A
if no vehicle in HopB occupies the same slot occupied
by Vehicle A. Therefore, we need to analyze the slot
allocation of vehicles in HopB , which can be divided
into two subsets:
 One-hop collision area: F D HopB \ HopA .
Vehicles in this area and A share their frame
information together. Thus F is a collision-free
area. However, one-hop collision occurs when nodes
change slots simultaneously.
 Hidden-terminal collision area: HDHopBnHopA .

We need to consider the conditional probability of F
and H to compute F ,
(
F D H  F jH C ŠH  F jŠH;
(13)
H D F  H jF C ŠF  H jŠF
We can then interpret F and H with conditional
probabilities by regarding F and H as unknowns:

0.20
16.92%

F D

0.15

(14)
Event H and E also depend on each other. When
vehicle density is high, probability ŠE is extremely
high. Although vehicles in area E are out of HopB ,
if a vehicle in E occupies the same slot as A, it will
reduce the probabilities ŠF and ŠH . Thus, we also need
to analyze the coupling of E and F jH , and the coupling
of E and F jŠH . We denote F jH as F1 and F jŠH as
F2 . Similarly, we have

11.54%
0.10
7.05%
0.05

0
0.1

3.29%

0.2

Fig. 6

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Frame information loss rate.
Area: 𝐸

−(3𝑅 − 2𝑑)

Area: 𝐹

Area: 𝐺

−(2𝑅 − 𝑑)

F jŠH F jH H jŠF CF jŠH H jŠF
1CF jH H jF F jŠH H jF F jH H jŠF CF jŠH H jŠF

−(𝑅 − 𝑑)

0

Vehicle 

Area: 𝐻
𝑑

Vehicle 

𝑅

Vehicle 

: Hidden terminal area

: Collision free area

Fig. 7

Area division.
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F1 D

F1 jŠE F1 jE E jŠF1 CF1 jŠE E jŠF1
1CF1 jE E jF1 F1 jŠE E jF1 F1 jE H jŠF1 CF1 jŠE E jŠF1

F2 D

F2 jŠE F1 jE E jŠF2 CF2 jŠE E jŠF2
1CF2 jE E jF2 F2 jŠE E jF2 F2 jE H jŠF2 CF2 jŠE E jŠF2

(15)
(16)
Eventually, we combine Eqs. (12), (14) – (16), then P
can be expressed by a set of conditional probabilities.
3.4

Conditional successful probability

As discussed in Section 3.3, to derive P , we first need to
compute all the conditional probabilities in Eqs. (14) –
(16). As shown in Fig. 7, H jF , H jŠF , EjF1 , EjŠF1 ,
EjF2 , and EjŠF2 are conditional probabilities of
collision in hidden terminal areas, whereas F1 jE,
F1 jŠE, F2 jE, and F2 jŠE are conditional probabilities
of collision in one-hop areas. In this section, we analyze
the two kinds of probabilities separately. We only
discuss how to compute H jF and F1 jE, and other
probabilities can be derived in a similar way.
We make the following assumptions to simplify the
problem: (1) We assume that all vehicles are at the
center when analyzing an area S because the center
is the expected position of vehicles following Poisson
arrival. (2) If two vehicles V1 and V2 already occupy
one slot, we ignore the probability that another vehicle
in HopV1 \ HopV2 will also occupy this slot because it
is a second-order small amount.
3.4.1

Hidden-terminal collision probability

As discussed in this section, we derived the probability
of hidden-terminal collision. We first analyze H jF .
We denote the left boundary and right boundary of the
hidden terminal area H as Lleft D R and Lright D RCd ,
respectively. Then the center of H is
Lcenter D 0:5.Lleft C Lright /

(17)

If one vehicle occupies the same channel as A, other
vehicles are not likely to select this channel. Thus,
channel allocation in H is a sampling process without
replacement. We denote the expected number of
vehicles in H as ncar and denote the expected number
of vehicles in HopA \ HopV , where V is in HopB , as
ncap . Given that  is the average node density, we can
compute the expected number of vehicles by using
ncar D .Lright
ncap D .2R

Lleft /

(18)

Lcenter /

(19)

The channels occupied by vehicles in HopA \ HopV
share frame information with both A and V , if the frame
information is not lost. Thus, the expected number of
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channels that cannot be selected by V is
noccupied D .1

ploss /ncap

(20)

Eventually, the probability that no vehicle in F occupies
the channel of A is
Cnncar
slot 1 noccupied
(21)
Phidden D
Cnncar
slot noccupied
Equations (17) – (20) illustrate that Eq. (21) only
depends on Lright and Lleft . Thus, we can denote Eq.
(21) as Phidden .Lleft ; Lright /.
Then we need to compute H jŠF , EjF1 , EjŠF1 ,
EjF2 , and EjŠF2 . When computing H jF , the left
boundary of the hidden terminal area is exactly the
left boundary of H . However, when computing EjF1 ,
based on the assumption in this section, the problem
vehicle is located at the center of F . Thus, some part
in H also becomes the collision-free area and the left
boundary of the new hidden terminal area is R C 0:5d .
Therefore, we obtain H jŠF D Phidden .R C 0:5d; R C
d /. EjF1 , EjŠF1 , EjF2 , and EjŠF2 can be derived
similarly and we list the results in Eq. (22),
8
8
ˆ
ˆ
F1 jE D Ponehop . .R d /; R/;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
<
ˆ
F1 jŠE D Ponehop . 0:5.R d /; R/;
ˆ
ˆ
F jH
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
EjF1 D Phidden .R; 2R d /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
:
ˆ
EjŠF1 DPhidden .1:5R 0:5d; 2R d /;
ˆ
ˆ
8
ˆ
<
ˆ
F jE D Ponehop . .R d /; 0:5d /;
ˆ
ˆ 2
(22)
ˆ
<
ˆ
ˆ
F2 jŠEDPonehop . 0:5.R d /; 0:5d /;
ˆ
ˆ
F jŠH
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆEjF2 D Phidden .R; 2R d /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
:
ˆ
ˆ
EjŠF2 DPhidden .1:5R 0:5d; 2R d /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
H jF D Phidden .R; R C d /;
ˆ
ˆ
:
H jŠF D Phidden .R C 0:5d; R C d /
3.4.2 One-hop collision probability
We derive the probabilities of one-hop collision in this
part and analyze F1 jE first. The two boundaries of
F are Lleft D R d and Lright D R, respectively.
Then, we can compute Lcenter , ncar , and noccupied
using Eqs. (17) – (20). The difference is that channel
allocation in the one-hop collision area is a sampling
process with replacement. Therefore, the one-hop
collision probability is equal to


nslot 1 noccupied ncar
Ponehop D
(23)
nslot noccupied
We denote Eq. (23) as Ponehop D .Lleft ; Lright /.
Similarly, F1 jŠE, F2 jE, and F2 jŠE can also be derived
using Ponehop by adjusting the boundary between the
collision-free and one-hop area. We also list the results
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in Eq. (22).
As discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, all
conditional probabilities can be derived by applying
Phidden and Ponehop . Figure 7 can be used to validate
all the Lleft s and Lright s in Eq. (22).
3.5

Probability of transmission interruption

As illustrated in Section 3.3, we express P D 1 prupt
with a set of conditional probabilities. The classification
and derivation of conditional probabilities are
presented in Section 3.4. Eventually, the probability
of transmission interruption prupt for different
transmission distance d can be computed. We denote
this function as prupt D prupt .d I prr ; R; / because prr ,
R, and  will also affect prupt . The relationship between
prupt and d under different conditions is illustrated in
Fig. 8.
The increase in prupt with d is near linear. As
mentioned in Section 2.1, prupt will be low when prr is
low. This condition is desirable. If the average spacing
between vehicles is 100 m, then the vehicle density for
one lane will be 0. 01 vehicle/m. Thus, as illustrated in
Fig. 8b, the total density for lanes 1, 2, 3, and 4 will be
0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 vehicle/m, respectively. prupt

is almost proportional to the number of lanes.
3.6

Message transmission time

As discussed in the beginning of this section, the density
function of transmission recovery time can be derived
by using prupt (Section 3.5) and the density function of
Trec (Section 3.1). The probability of lag 6 t is
flag .t I d; prr ; R; / D 1

prupt .d I prr ; R; /  .1

fTrec .t//

(24)
The graph of the cumulative density function flag .tI d;
prr ; R; / based on Eq. (24) is displayed in Fig. 9.

4

Analysis of the RSS Strategy Supported
by V2V Communication

As presented in this section, we evaluated the
RSS strategy supported by V2V communication. We
first illustrated the original RSS strategy[14] and the
situation-aware RSS strategy[20] for car following.
Then, we proposed an improved robust RSS strategy
by considering the conditional distribution of the
response time. Finally, we analyzed the system
performance under two basic scenarios: vehicle platoon
and approaching vehicle process.
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4.1

Original and situation-aware RSS strategy

The RSS model guarantees that the planning module
will not erroneously assign autonomous vehicle
responsibility[14] . The nomenclatures with regard to
RSS strategy are given in Table 2 to illustrate the
strategy.
When two consecutive vehicles move in the same
lane in the same direction, the worst case scenario will
be: (1) the leading vehicle brakes by at most bmax, break
until stopping fully, and (2) the following vehicle
accelerates by at most amax, accel during the response
time  and then brakes by at least amin, break after  until
stopping fully. Then, the minimal safe longitudinal gap
between vehicles should be the minimum distance that
can ensure that collision does not occur in the worst case
scenario. The result is
h
amax, accel 2
dmin .t/ D vfollowing  C
C
2
2
i
vleading
.vfollowing C amax, accel /2
2amin, brake
2bmax, brake C
(25)
The distance obtained by using Eq. (25) provides a
sufficient condition for collision avoidance. However,
parameters cannot achieve the boundary values
simultaneously. Thus, this distance is unnecessarily
large.
First, we can let the vehicle adopt large deceleration
rates when braking if their speeds are large before
braking[20] ,
vfollowing
abrake .t/ D amin, brake C
.amax, brake amin, brake /
vmax
(26)
Table 2
Symbol
amax, accel
amax, break
amin, break
bmax, break
aaccel
abrake

vleading
vfollowing
vmax
dmin
d

nlane
˛safe

Nomenclature list for the RSS strategy.
Definition
Maximum acceleration rate of the follower
Maximum deceleration rate of the follower
Minimum deceleration rate of the follower
Maximum deceleration rate of the leader
General acceleration rate of the follower
General deceleration rate of the follower
Response time
Initial speed of the leader
Initial speed of the follower
Maximum speed of vehicles
Minimum gap between two vehicles
General gap between two vehicles
Vehicle density
Number of lanes
Factor of safety
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Furthermore, a highly efficient gap can be achieved
by enabling vehicles to become aware of their
situations[20] . The possible states of car-following are
categorized into different types[20] .
Following State: The following vehicle has already
maintained a sufficiently close gap from the leading
vehicle, and the speeds of the two vehicles are nearly
identical in this situation. Thus, the following vehicle
has absolutely no reason to accelerate during the
response time.
2
2
h
i
vfollowing
vleading
1
.t / D vfollowing  C
dmin
(27)
2abrake 2bmax, brake C
Approaching State: The following vehicle
accelerates to catch up with the leading vehicle
before it enters the following state. The safety distance
can be calculated by letting the vehicle become aware
of its acceleration.
h
aaccel 2
2
dmin
.t / D vfollowing  C
C
2
2
i
vleading
.vfollowing C aaccel /2
(28)
2abrake
2bmax, brake C
4.2 Improved robust RSS strategy
We continue to follow the assumption of situation
awareness[20] introduced in Section 4.1. The setting of
response time was improved. As discussed in Section 3,
we found that: (1) trans is conditional on d , prr , ,
and R. In particular, the message transmission time
is proportional to transmission distance d . (2) trans
is a random variable, and we know the conditional
probability distribution.
We want to minimize the gap between vehicles
without affecting safety to increase traffic efficiency.
The response time (message transmission time)
decreases as the gap between vehicles decreases. Given
this relationship, the required safety distance can
be computed with a low response time. The rapid
computation of the required safety distance indicates
increased inefficiency. Distance between vehicles can
be directly acquired in the vehicle communication
system. Meanwhile, the number of vehicles in the radio
range can be obtained. Thus, vehicle density can be
computed. Therefore, in our improved RSS strategy,
we allow the vehicle to adapt the response time with the
change in d and .
Then, we discuss approaches for overcoming
uncertainty. We can use the ˛safe -percentile of trans ,
i.e., the value-at-risk of trans with a confidence level
˛safe , by using a sufficiently large factor of safety
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˛safe to guarantee that the following vehicle can brake
without collision. Then, when an emergency occurs,
we will have an ˛safe -level confidence that the following
vehicle can break in time to prevent collision. (˛safe is
the probability of absolute safety. The probability of
collision is less than 1 ˛safe because the RSS strategy
is derived under the worst case scenario.)
To summarize, instead of setting a constant response
time , we set  on the basis of prr and R, and
dynamically adjust it on the basis of d and . Given
that trans D tpre C lag C treact , where tpre and treact can
be set as constants, we have
.d; I prr ; R/ D tpre C treact C flag1 .˛safe I d; prr ; R; /
(29)
We obtain the improved robust RSS by replacing
the constant  in the situation-aware RSS with
.d; I prr ; R/ in Eq. (29).
The inverse function of flag .tI d; prr ; R; / can be
computed by using Eq. (24). Thus, .d; I prr ; R/ can
also be derived. The graph is displayed in Fig. 10.
Small/large prr performs better for small/large d ,
respectively. However, the superiority of a large value
of prr for a large value of d is more important than the
superiority of a small value of prr for a small value of
d . The trade-off between high and low prr is clarified.

4.3

Analysis of scenarios

4.3.1

Vehicle platoon scenario

As discussed in this section, we analyze a utopian
scenario wherein all the vehicles on the highway (or
1–2 lanes of the highway) are equipped with LTEV-Direct terminals. We consider this scenario because
governments in some countries, including China, have
increased their efforts to construct highways with LTEV-Direct terminals.
In this scenario, all gaps between vehicles meet
the minimum required safety distance and all vehicles
35
30

)

25

(

20
15

have identical speeds (Fig. 11). The required gaps of
the original RSS and improved RSS can be derived
directly by applying Eqs. (25) and (27), respectively.
When we adopt LTE-V-Direct communication, the
gap is determined by the response time. In turn, the
response time is determined by the gap and vehicle
density, whereas vehicle density is determined by the
gap. Therefore, we must solve the following equations
together to acquire the stationary conditions:
8
h
i
2
2
vfollowing
vleading
ˆd D v
ˆ

C
;
ˆ
following
2abrake
2bmax, brake C
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
v
ˆ
following
ˆ
<abrake Damin, brake C vmax .amax, brake amin, brake /;
(30)
 D tpre C treact C flag1 .˛safe I d; prr ; R; /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
vfollowing D vleading ;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
: D nlane
d
The first two equations follow the situation-aware RSS
for the following state in Section 4.1. The third equation
is the equation for the self-adapting response time
proposed in Section 4.2. The fourth equation indicates
that vehicles must maintain identical speeds, and the
fifth equation is the relationship between density and
spacing. Given any vleading , we can solve the stationary
conditions in Eq. (30) and obtain the stationary gaps.
In the numerical testing, we set amax, accel D 2 m  s 2 ;
amax, brake D2:4 ms 2 ; amin, brake D2 ms 2 ; bmax, break D
2:4 m  s 2 , and vmax D 45 m  s 1 . The respond time of
the original RSS strategy and improved RSS strategy is
 D 1:5 s. The parameters of LTE-V-Direct are set as
nslot D 100, tframe D 0:1 s, and R D 200 m. We also set
˛safe D 0:98. Then the relationship between stationary
spacing and speed is displayed in Fig. 12.
The improved robust RSS supported by LTE-V
performs extremely well when nlane D 1. Surprisingly,
the stationary gap almost remains constant for different
speeds. The gap between vehicles is easily controlled
because it is indifferent to speed. Density is doubled
when two lanes exist. Thus, the increased transmission
lag increases the gap.
When vehicle density is high, a large prr is
recommended to narrow the required distance. By
contrast, when vehicle density is low, a small prr
is recommended to improve efficiency. As discussed
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Fig. 10

Dynamic response time.

Fig. 11 Vehicle platoon scenario under the assumption of
sufficiently high traffic flow.
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Relationship between stationary gap and speed.

in Section 2, this is the trade-off when setting prr .
Accordingly, no uniformly optimal MAC parameters
exist under all conditions. We suggest that prr should
be dynamically adjusted in accordance with real road
situations.
4.3.2

Approaching vehicle scenario

Given that the first scenario is stationary, we now
analyze a dynamic scenario: the approaching vehicle
process. When the gap between two vehicles is
considerably larger than the required safety distance,
the following vehicle needs to accelerate to catch up
with the leading vehicle (Fig. 13).
We use the following rules[20] to adjust the speed of
the following vehicle for the original RSS, situationaware RSS, and improved robust RSS. At time t , the
vehicle first computes the required safety distance dmin
in accordance with the strategy that the system adopts.
Then, the vehicle compares the current distance with
dmin and decides the speed at t C tframe . If the current
gap is larger than dmin , we set
vfollowing .t C tframe / D
minfvfollowing .t / C amax, accel tframe ; vmax g (31)
If the current gap is smaller than dmin , set
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We also set vfollowing D 15 m  s 1 and d D 500 m at
the beginning t D 0. The parameters of LTE-V-Direct
is set as prr D 0:8 and R D 500 m. Other necessary
parameters remain the same as those in the first
scenario. Then we study the approaching process from
t D 0 to when the gap reaches the minimum safety
distance.
The trajectories of the leading vehicle and following
vehicle using different strategies were derived in
accordance with the above rules. The results are
displayed in Fig. 14. The improved robust RSS is more
efficient than other strategies because the response time
of the original RSS and situation-aware RSS remain
constant during approach, whereas that of the response
time of the system based on LTE-V-Direct will decrease
during approach.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We provided an elaborate analysis of the latest
LTE-V-Direct standards. We first modeled the MAC
process of LTE-V-Direct on the basis of the Markov
chain. Then, we applied the transmission recovery
time and probability of transmission interruption as
the bridges to derive the conditional probability
distribution of transmission time. We found that when
the resource reselection probability is low, the message
transmission time remains extremely low for small
transmission distance and then increases rapidly when
distance exceeds the threshold value. By contrast, when
resource reselection probability is high, transmission
lag gradually increases with distance. This part can be
regarded as an independent and comprehensive work on
the LTE-V-Direct protocol. In addition to the use of
models to analyze the collision avoidance system, this
work can also be extended to the evaluation of the other
functions of LTE-V-based systems.

vfollowing .t C tframe / D
amin, break tframe ; vleading g

1200

(32)

The vehicle must adjust its acceleration rate between the
i-th frame to the (i C 1)-th frame to achieve this goal.
Then, at time t Ctframe , the vehicle computes dmin again,
and the above steps are reiterated.
In the numerical testing, we set vleading D 15 m  s 1 .
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Approaching vehicle scenario.

Fig. 14

Trajectory of vehicles during approach.
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We also designed an improved robust RSS strategy
based on the conditional probability distribution of
transmission time. We found that the efficiency of
RSS is further improved. This improvement not only
relies on the low latency of V2V communication,
but also on the fact that low transmission distances
are associated with low lag. This relationship is a
positive incentive for reducing gaps between vehicles.
We analyzed the driverless highway scenario. Our
analysis revealed that VAC vehicles supported by LTEV-Direct can simultaneously maintain high speeds with
stationary and narrow distances. This result illustrates
the feasibility of setting a stationary required safety
distance when only one lane exists. This approach will
considerably simplify automated driving systems and
proves that driverless highways can permit extremely
high speed limits without affecting efficiency and safety
if LTE-V is equipped. The above conclusions enhance
the practicability of constructing driverless highways
with one special lane reserved for the exclusive use
of LTE-V vehicles. We also analyzed the dilemma of
parameter setting. We conclude that parameter setting
must be adjusted dynamically.
Although we adequately analyzed LTE-V in this
work, we only considered oversimplified driving
scenarios. Our control strategy is rudimentary and can
only be utilized to describe uncomplicated driving
scenarios. In the future, we will incorporate advanced
control strategies with the LTE-V model to analyze
highly complex scenarios.
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